PRIVATE FOR-HIRE TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF REVIEW
MINUTES – June 13, 2007
A. Call to Order: 1:37 p.m. by Chairman Yamasaki.
B. Roll Call / Sign-In
Roll Call:
Abma (A)
Miller (P)

Bauhs (**P)
Ochosa (A)

Corona (P) Huddleston (*A)
Putman (P) Yamasaki (P)

Miles (P)

*Darcy Thornes attended as the Port’s designee in Dawn Huddleston’s absence
**Gail Bauhs replaces Nancy Thomas as the representative from Tri-Met.
2. Others / Audience: The list of other attendees is available from the Revenue Bureau.
C. Approval of Agenda:
The agenda was approved as distributed with one exception. Chairman Yamasaki moved
that the agenda item referencing discussion on limo regulations be tabled until Al Ochosa
could be present for the discussion. This motion was approved unanimously.
D. Approval of Previous Minutes: The minutes of the May 9, 2007 meeting were
unanimously approved as distributed.
E. Supervisor’s Report:
All companies have chosen to increase the fuel surcharge to 20 cents per mile and have
ordered stickers that reflect that change. Chairman Yamasaki requested that she receive a
list of taxis that have been re-certified. There are currently two vacancies in the
department, Regulatory Program Specialist and Regulatory Program Administrator.
Applications will be accepted for the next two weeks.

F. Old Business
Chairman Yamasaki announced the Public Hearing on Board Order 019. The Order
changes permit fees for drivers, increasing initial taxi permit and renewal fees from $60 to
$65 with $35 dedicated to the general fund and $30 dedicated to the Driver Safety Fund.
Both initial and renewal LPT permit fees were ordered decreased from $70 to $65 with $30
dedicated to the general fund and $35 dedicated toward the driver safety fund. This change
does not affect net revenue for either fund. Chairman Yamasaki called for public
testimony and no one appeared. The vote to accept the Board Order was unanimous. The
Order is passed and effective for the next renewal year.

G. Standing Committee Reports
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1. Company
Raye reported that the Company Standing Committee met on May 5 and discussed the
following:
#1. Committee Vacancies: There are two committee vacancies, one for the shuttle
industry and one for executive sedans.
#2. Parking in Truck Loading Zones: In July the Committee will discuss Taxi’s/Specially
Attended Transport (SAT’s) using truck loading zones for parking.
#3. PACA Guidelines: The Committee will review how PACA guidelines are being
implemented. The Guidelines are designed to make transportation more timely and
reliable for riders with disabilities. The current version of the plan requires taxi
companies to share responsibility for maintaining equipment that accommodates
wheelchairs. They do this by designating a point cab and a secondary cab that respond to
calls from riders with wheelchairs. This plan will be re-examined in order to assess its
effectiveness.
Chairman Yamasaki asked about the committee’s position on regulating limousines. She
reported on her research using the Dex listings for limousine companies. Approximately
eighty percent of companies listed are not registered as LPT vehicles in the City of
Portland. Raye responded that the Committee has not decided on a direction for this issue.

2. Driver
Butch reported that at the drivers meeting last week there were three main topics of
discussion:
#1. Driver Minimum Requirements: The City code does not have a minimum age
requirement for drivers. Chairman Yamasaki contributed that there is a discrepancy
between the City’s requirement that a driver have ten years of driving history and the
current practice of permitting drivers who do not meet the requirement. The Committee is
considering a minimum residency requirement of three years. In addition there could be a
minimum requirement of 75% on an English Mastery Test such as is required in Seattle.
#2. Citations given to taxis, shuttles, and town cars: Although which citations remains
unspecified, some citations issued to drivers should be brought to the attention of the
Board. Chairman Yamasaki reminded Board members that existing Code requires citations
to be reported to her. She has not been receiving any such reports and urges companies to
compile citation reports and submit those to her office for review.
#3. Minimum Charge for Credit Card Use: The agenda item regarding approving a
minimum fare for credit card charges was tabled until next month when Shane Abma, the
City Attorney, may be present.
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#4. Theft of Services: When riders fail to pay after being transported, drivers find
Portland Police unresponsive. Chairman Yamasaki agreed to schedule a meeting with the
Police Bureau to discuss making incidents involving taxis a higher priority.
H. New Business
1. Question from Steve Entler (Radio Cab) regarding the number of LPT permit number
plates (“tongue depressors”) currently in circulation. Angie explained that tongue
depressors are not re-issued once they are turned in. Chairman Yamasaki agreed to bring
exact numbers for the next meeting.
2. Chairman Yamasaki discussed reports on LPT’s being submitted from Parking
Enforcement. She notes that some drivers are not cooperating with inspections. There are
also vehicles working without required permits. She requested that drivers observing
vehicles operating without permits make reports to her. Chairman Yamasaki would like to
impose penalties on those vehicles but, in some instances, the owner of the vehicle proves
difficult to identify. She gave an example of a recent DMV check that came back as
registered to an out-of-state corporation. It was mentioned that any entity providing
financing for a car has a vested interest in abiding by regulations. Chairman Yamasaki is
in the process of identifying the most effective response.
New Issue: Darcy Thornes brought up that drivers waiting for fares outside the terminals
at PDX are considering a request for minimum charges for short fares i.e. terminal to
airport hotels. Chairman Yamasaki requested the Standing Committees jointly discuss this
issue and come back to the Board. It was mentioned that this issue could be addressed in
large part if drivers were authorized to charge a minimum for riders using credit cards.
Chairman Yamasaki agreed to put that topic on the next agenda.
I.

Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned at 2:15 p.m.

Minutes submitted by:
Angie Abudaker & Dionne Starr-Peace
Revenue, Regulatory Section
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